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ing"), and include two types, paralleling the Gymnasien
and Realgymnasien respectively (Fig. 76). These institu-
tions are, however, usually based upon the first three or
four years of a Lyzeum, which furnishes a six-year course
beyond the Grundschule and is of much the same type for
girls as is the Realschule for boys. The work may con-
tinue upon the basis of an Oberrealschule through three ad-
ditional years in an institution known as Oberlyzeum, or
through a one- or two-year course in home economics, the
care of children, and social welfare, known as a Fraueiy-
schule. In 1917 an Oberlyzeum of a more academic type
was also created by devoting the last three years to general
culture. Later Aufbauschulen (see pp. 449 f.) were started
for girls as well as for boys. Thus some half-dozen avenues
for entering the universities have now been opened to
women.
Higher education, — Of the twenty-five universities
within the borders of Germany, almost one-half are in
Prussia. Like other stages of education, these institutions
have been emancipated from ecclesiastical control. They
may be regarded as part of the national system of educa-
tion. The university is now co-ordinate with the church,
as both are legally state institutions. Universities can>
therefore, be established only by the state or with the
approval of the state. In general, however, they are not
controlled by legislation, but through their own charters
and the decrees of the minister of education, although
their freedom of teaching has been seriously crippled under
Nazi regime. As their income from endowments and fees
is very small, they are for the most part .supported by the
state. Until the Nazi regime the universities were man-
aged internally by the "rector," or president, and the
"senate." The rector was chosen annually from those

